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Abstract: Multi-color pump-probe techniques utilizingmodern accelerator-based 4th generation
light sources such as X-ray free electron lasers or superradiant THz facilities have become
important science drivers over the past 10 years. In this type of experiments the precise
knowledge of the properties of the involved accelerator-based light pulses crucially determines
the achievable sensitivity and temporal resolution. In this work we demonstrate and discuss
the powerful role pulse- and field-resolved- detection of superradiant THz pulses can play for
improving the precision of THz pump - femtosecond laser probe experiments at superradiant THz
facilities in particular and at 4th generation light sources in general. The developed diagnostic
scheme provides real-time information on the properties of individual pulses from multiple
accelerator based THz sources and opens a robust way for sub femtosecond timing. Correlations
between amplitude and phase of the pulses emitted from different superradiant THz sources
furthermore provide insides into the properties of the driving electron bunches and is of general
interest for the ultra-fast diagnostics at 4th generation light sources.
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal
citation, and DOI.
1. Introduction
Time resolved pump-probe experiments play a key role in understanding of fundamental processes
in material sciences as well as in life sciences. Utilizing modern ultra-short pulse laser system,
sub-femtosecond time resolution can be achieved routinely, enabling the study of various
dynamical processes of matter. At the same time, modern accelerator technology and modern
light sources based on this technology have advanced to the extent that ultra-short Fourier-limited
light pulses from the deep THz to the hard X-ray regime can be provided at unprecedented
intensities and repetition rates. Thereby, traditionally linac-based sources of this type based
on ultra-short relativistic electron bunches such as X-FELs and superradiant THz sources have
been classified as 4th generation lightsources. Theses facilities meanwhile provide intense
light pulses for user experiments to drive, probe and detect dynamics in matter on all relevant
energy-, time- and length scales. One emerging new class of accelerator-driven lightsources
are superradiant THz facilities [1–6]. Here, ultra-short electron bunches generate strong CEP
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stable THz pulses with unique properties utilized as an intense, selective low energy excitation of
matter in typical experiments [5,7–10], while the subsequent dynamics are typically probed on
sub-cycle timescales utilizing appropriately synchronized and timed femtosecond laser pulses.
Since the stability of accelerator-based light sources, especially with respect to timing jitter and
pulse intensity, is inferior to typical optical lasers, the achievable dynamic range, precision and
sensitivity depends heavily on sophisticated schemes that provide information on all relevant
pulse properties [11,12]. Several prototype schemes have been successfully demonstrated, which
provide pulse-resolved information and subsequent near real-time data analysis (e.g. [8]). Here
we present a recent upgrade of the prototype real-time diagnostics at the superradiant THz facility
TELBE [5] towards implementing pulse- and field- resolved diagnostics of two independent
and conceptually different THz emitters, a coherent diffraction radiator (CDR) and an undulator.
The performance of this upgrade is benchmarked by a time-domain spectroscopy experiment
detecting and characterizing the THz pulses emitted from the THz undulator. The achievable
temporal resolution is established and correlations between the properties of THz pulses from
the CDR source and the undulator source with respect to arrival time, intensity and spectral
content are discussed. The observations reveal in general that the combination of multiple pulse-
and field-resolved photon diagnostics exercised on two sequential superradiant THz emitters
can provide important insights into the origin of observed instabilities in the performance of 4th
generation light sources. Additionally, the proposed scheme of sequential arrival time monitor
provides better temporal resolution than precedented ones, as the effect of timing jitter between
the two THz radiation sources is substantially reduced [13].
2. Experimental setup
The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two arrival-time-monitor
systems (ATM) which detect the THz pulses from the CDR source and the undulator source
in parallel, one pyroelectric detector to independently determine the THz intensity from the
undulator, and a sequential time-domain spectroscopy set-up which serves for a the benchmark
experiment.
For the optical beam, a commercial regenerative Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser amplifier
was utilized that delivers 100 fs pulses with a pulse energy of 5 µJ and a center wavelength of
800 nm at 200 kHz repetition rate. The laser system is synchronized to the accelerator using a
commercial Synchrolock AP system from Coherent, Inc. and has around 500 fs timing jitter.
The laser is split into three portions: one beam serves as probe in the CDR ATM, one beam
serves as probe in the undulator ATM and one beam is utilized as probe laser in the benchmark
time-domain spectroscopy experiment.
The fundamental principle of the ATM is a spectral decoding scheme in which the THz field
is mixed with a linearly chirped few ps long optical probe beam in a ZnTe crystal [14–16] and,
thereby, induces a change of the polarization state of the part of the laser pulse. The measurements
are performed in the so called near-crossed-polarizer detection geometry where a pair of almost
orthogonality aligned polarizer filters is placed before and after the ZnTe crystal to increase the
THz-induced modulation depth and suppress the background, enabling high SNR within a single
shot [15]. The time information is hence encoded in the spectrum of the linearly chirped laser
pulse and mapped into space by a grating spectrometer. The achievable temporal resolution of the
arrival time depends on the chirped pulse length, the timing jitter between THz and laser pulse,
the bandwidth of the laser pulse and the bandwidth of the THz pulse. For typical parameters at
TELBE source [5], the optimal chirped laser pulse duration is 10 ps (FWHM) for the CDR ATM,
which is achieved by a grating pair stretcher. As undulator pulse has multiple cycles (see Fig. 1),
we take one of the field cycle for arrival time determination, the position of which can be tracked
with CDR ATM. For higher temporal resolution, we choose a shorter pulse duration for the
undulator ATM as 6 ps, which is achieved by using glass rods made of NSF-6 glass. Note, that
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Fig. 1. Experimental scheme: The setup has been installed and tested at the TELBE THz
facility which consist of two superradiant THz sources: a CDR and an undulator. Two
ATMs are employed: one detecting the CDR pulses and one detecting pulses from the
undulator. Additional monitor based on fast pyroelectric detector measures the intensities of
each undulator pulse. Sequential EO sampling serves as ultrafast benchmark experiment.
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using a chirped laser pulse shorter than 10 ps in the CDR ATM is not suitable, because it needs
to be several times bigger than the total jitter including also slow drifts. For the undulator ATM
the pulse duration, and thereby the time window, can be chosen shorter, as the long multi-cycle
undulator pulses are less likely to completely leave this time window because of drifts.
In the benchmark experiment, the undulator was operated at a central frequency of 0.7 THz,
the spectral decoding (SD) traces of both ATMs (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) and the electro-optic
(EO) sampling trace of the undulator pulses were measured.
Fig. 2. Spectral-decoding electro-optic detection with the two ATMs: (a) SD trace of
CDR ATM. (b) SD trace of undulator ATM. (c) 2D histogram correlating the arrival times
determined by the two ATMs. Value on colour bar means number of events.
3. Data analysis procedure
The data analysis consist of three steps. The first step is arrival time determination. The arrival
time of the CDR pulses τ1 and the undulator pulses τ2, with respect to the laser pulses, are
derived from the peak pixel position of the SD traces taken by CDR ATM and undulator ATM,
respectively. The second step is to read out the undulator pulse intensity from the SD traces taken
by undulator ATM to compensate for their power fluctuation. The third step is the procedure of
data correction and data binning, where the timing jitter between pump and probe pulses as well
as power fluctuations are corrected.
3.1. Arrival time determination
In order to deduce the pixel-to-time mapping for both arrival time monitors, a calibration
procedure similar as in [8,17] is performed. The significant linear correlation between time and
pixel of the CDR ATM results from the linear chirp of the probe pulses. For the CDR ATM, the
primary peak in its SD trace is chosen to determine the peak shift, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
calibration rate of the CDR ATM is τ1 = 11.9 · P1, where P1 denotes the peak position in pixels
and τ1 is the relative arrival time of CDR pulse in femtoseconds. For the undulator ATM, as
shown in Fig. 2(b), one particular peak is chosen for calibration. To be able to lock to one specific
peak during several hours/days, timing jitter τ1 should be determined at first that allow us to
determine the approximate position of the specific peak of the undulator, without this procedure,
locking directly to the undulator pulses requires much longer chirped probe pulse that reduces
temporal resolution. Moreover, since the pulse for the undulator ATM is chirped by the glass rod
instead of a grating pair, second order dispersion also needs to be taken into consideration. As a
result of that, a second order term is added to the pixel to time transformation. Calibrating the
mapping formulae with a precise linear stage gives: τ2 = α ·P2 − β ·P22, where P2 and τ2 are peak
pixel position and relative arrival time of undulator pulse, with α = 4.03, β = 4.15 × 10−4 . The
dependence between undulator and CDR arrival times measured for few millions pulses (a few
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tens of seconds of acquisition) is shown in a 2D histogram in Fig. 2(c). It shows a quasi-linear
correlation as expected, however, the small jitter between CDR and undulator pulses broadens
and distorts the line.
3.2. Undulator pulses intensity determination
Apart from the arrival time, the undulator ATM provides information about the undulator pulse
waveform and its amplitude, and can hence also be employed as a pulse-resolved intensity and
spectrum monitor. The proportionality to intensity and not to field strength is caused by the
fact that we are operating the ATM at crossed-polarization geometry, where the SD response is
quadratic to the THz field strength.
3.3. Data correction and data binning
At this stage, each data point measured during the experiment is assigned to the corresponding
delay between pump and probe pulses. The real time delay is comprised of (i) the delay line
position, which is scanned during the measurement, and (ii) the timing jitter, determined for each
pulse by the ATM. A data binning procedure is implemented by averaging all the data points that
share the same time delay and belong to the same intensity levels.
4. Experimental results and discussion
To compare the performance of the sequential arrival time monitor approach with the single
one [8], high-resolution time-domain spectroscopy measurements on the undulator pulse were
performed. At first, we studied the performance of the pulse-to-pulse timing jitter, as shown
in Fig. 3. Here, electro-optic sampling (EOS) of the undulator radiation tuned to 0.7 THz
is measured and the timing jitter accuracy is determined through the width of the temporal
distribution of the unbinned data (as in [6,8]). The results of EOS measurements utilizing single
and double ATM are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), respectively. Here, each point represents a
single event: the EOS signal amplitude for y-axis and timing for x-axis for each THz pulse at 100
kHz repetition rate. As a figure of merit of timing accuracy we use the distribution width of raw,
i.e. not binned, EOS data along the time axis. To minimize the effect of intensity fluctuations
on the temporal EOS distribution, we characterized the EOS distribution along the time axis
when the THz field is zero (see Fig. 3(c) black box area). The temporal EOS distribution around
these points is termed zero-crossing width. Width of ten zero-crossing positions were evaluated,
chosen symmetrically around the strongest THz field cycle (Fig. 3(e)). As expected, the double
ATM scheme improves the timing precision from around 50 fs (RMS) to around 25 fs (RMS),
compared to that of the single ATM scheme under the same accelerator conditions. Thereby an
almost twice better precision is achieved. We attribute this increase of accuracy to the fact that
with the double ATM scheme, we can directly lock to the pulse of interest. This is the major
advance in comparison with the CDR ATMmonitor. For the latter, timing jitter between different
accelerator based sources is not corrected, which limits the precision in time resolution [13].
In order to study the long-term performance of double ATM, data binning was applied to
average out the short-term jitter and intensity fluctuations. A set of ten EOS traces was measured
with ten minutes time interval between measurements Fig. 4. The long-term instabilities now
can only steam from slow drifts, e.g. due to thermal drifts of the path length in the electron and
photon transport beamlines.
As a measure of the drifts, we analyzed the position of the zero-crossings of the binned data.
In Figs. 4(b) and 4(d), the zoom for one set around zero-crossing at 11 ps is presented for single
and double ATM scheme. It is seen that drifts are significantly less for the double ATM scheme.
To estimate the drifts, we measured the RMS deviation of ten zero-crossings for each set, as
shown in Fig. 4(e). Similar to what has been observed on short time scales, the timing precision
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Fig. 3. Benchmark experiment - short-term performance: (a) EO sampling trace of
one loop measurement after data correction with timing signal from CDR ATM and (c) from
double ATM. (b) and (d) are enlarged views of one zero-crossing point, indicated by the
corresponding rectangular area in (a) and (c), respectively. (e) Standard deviations of data
points distribution around 10 zero-crossing positions corrected by CDR ATM and double
ATM method
Fig. 4. Benchmark experiment - long term performance: (a) Ten EO sampling traces of
measurement 1 using the single ATM timing signal. (b) Enlarged view of black rectangular
area in (a). (c) Ten EO sampling traces of measurement 1 using the double ATM timing
signal. (d) Enlarged view of the black rectangular area in (c). (e) Averaged standard
deviation over ten zero-crossing positions of three measurements using single and double
ATM scheme. Error bars originate from the distribution of the standard deviations over ten
zero-crossings of each measurement.
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of the double ATM scheme is significantly improved over that of the single ATM scheme and can
reach values well in the sub-10 fs regime down to 3.5 fs (RMS).
As mentioned earlier, the proposed scheme also reveals a large diagnostic potential for
superradiant THz sources relevant for the field of accelerator diagnostics. The full analysis of the
simultaneously detected THz waveforms originating from the two independent superradiant THz
emitters and the high dynamic range, high resolution time-domain spectroscopy measurements
opens up interesting possibilities to correlate the observed timing and intensity instabilities. In
Fig. 5 such an analysis is shown aiming for investigating whether there is a systematic correlation
between intensity fluctuations of the THz undulator source and the time delay between CDR and
undulator pulses. Here, we observe a strong dependence between undulator timing (relative to
CDR) and its intensity variation that may originate from slight electron bunch energy variations
and spatial variations of the electron bunch’s trajectory. To understand these correlations further,
we made use of the pulse-resolved intensity monitor to specifically evaluate correlations at
different undulator THz intensity levels.
Fig. 5. Correlation between arrival time and intensity: Dependence of the arrival time
difference between pulses emitted from the CDR emitter and the undulator on the undulator
pulse intensity levels. A substantial nontrivial dependency is observed. Value on colour bar
means number of events.
As can be seen in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), a systematic drift of the timing of the THz undulator
pulses (with respect to the CDR time stamp) towards positive time delays with decreasing
intensities is observed. Further analysis shows, that by utilizing the double ATM scheme this drift
can be compensated and that timing jitter resolution of actual measurements will not depends
on such instabilities (see Figs. 6(c)–6(e)). Taking the analysis further, one can also look for
systematic correlations between the spectral content and the intensity of the undulator radiation.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the central frequency of the
superradiant undulator pulses also shows a systematic dependency on pulse intensity. It shifts
towards lower frequency by up to 6 GHz (0.9% from central frequency) upon decreasing intensity
levels.
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Fig. 6. Benchmark experiment – compensation of long term drifts: (a) and (c) EO
sampling traces sorted with single and double ATM scheme, respectively. Both are binned
with same THz intensity classification. (c) and (d) are an enlarged view of the strongest
peak in (a) and (b), respectively. Purple dashed lines follow the peak position of each trace
within a different THz intensity bin. (e) Dependence of the peak position in (b) and (d) on
the undulator intensity.
Fig. 7. Benchmark experiment– indication of electron energy drifts: (a) Spectrum of
the EO sampling traces using double ATM as timing signal in different intensity level. Value
in legend refers to the normalized undulator intensity level in Fig. 6(e). (b) Enlarged view of
peak area. (c) Peak position in each intensity level. The THz frequency drifts by 6 GHz
down with decreasing intensity levels.
The order of magnitude of the observation, (i) a decrease of the time delay between pulses
from the CDR emitter and the undulator by few 100 fs, and (ii) a softening of the undulator
frequency in the few percentage regime matches back of an envelope estimations well. Further
investigations would be needed to prove that this scenario is correct but are beyond the scope of
this article.
In summary, in this article we demonstrate the potential of pulse- and field-resolved diagnostics
for superradiant THz sources utilizing a sequence of arrival time monitors for each involved
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accelerator-based source. Our pulse- and field-resolved diagnostics can be directly transferred to
the soft-X-ray FEL FLASH [3,18] where a THz undulator source is followed by an edge radiation
source. Our findings are also of high relevance for current proposals to implement superradiant
undulators into the European XFEL [19] and the LCLS-II FEL [20] as well as the many existing
or discussed compact accelerator-based superradiant THz undulator facilities (see e.g. [21–24]).
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